Geometric and topological inference deals with the retrieval of information about a geometric object using only a finite set of possibly noisy sample points. It has connections to manifold learning and provides the mathematical and algorithmic foundations of the rapidly evolving field of topological data analysis. Building on a rigorous treatment of simplicial complexes and distance functions, this self-contained book covers key aspects of the field, from data representation and combinatorial questions to manifold reconstruction and persistent homology. It can serve as a textbook for graduate students or researchers in mathematics, computer science and engineering interested in a geometric approach to data science. frédéric chazal is a Research Director at INRIA, France, where he is heading the DataShape team, a pioneering and world leading group in computational geometry and topological data analysis. His current primary research is on topological data analysis and its connections with statistics and machine learning, and he has authored several reference papers in this domain. He is an associate editor of four international journals and he teaches topological data analysis in various universities and engineering schools in the Paris area.
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A catalogue record for this publication is available from the British Library. Cataloging-in-Publication Data Names: Boissonnat, J.-D. (Jean-Daniel), 1953 -author. | Chazal, Frédéric, 1971 -author. | Yvinec, Mariette, 1953 Motivation and goals. In many practical situations, geometric objects are only known through a finite set of possibly noisy sample points. A natural question is then to recover the geometry and the topology of the unknown object from this information. The most classical example is probably surface reconstruction, where the points are measured on the surface of a realworld object. A perhaps more surprising example is the study of the largescale structure formed by the galaxies, which cosmologists believe to be an interconnected network of walls and filaments. In other applications, the shape of interest may be a low-dimensional object embedded in a higher-dimensional space, which is the basic assumption in manifold learning [102] . This is for example the case in time series analysis, when the shape of study is the attractor of a dynamical system sampled by a sequence of observations. When these structures are highly nonlinear and have a nontrivial topology, as is often the case, simple dimensionality reduction techniques do not suffice and must be complemented with more geometric and topological techniques. A lot of research was done in this direction, originating from several sources. A few contributions came from the field of computational geometry, where much effort was undertaken to elaborate provably correct surface reconstruction algorithms, under a suitable sampling condition. We refer to [65] for a thorough review of this approach. However, most of this research focused on the case of sampled smooth surfaces in R 3 , which is by now fairly well covered. Extending these results to higher-dimensional submanifolds and to nonsmooth objects is one of the objectives of this book. Such an extension requires new data structures to walk around the curse of dimensionality. Handling more general geometric shapes also requires concepts from topology and has provoked an interest in the subject of computational topology. Computational topology has recently gained a lot of momentum and has been very successful at providing qualitative invariants and efficient algorithms to viii Introduction ix compute them. Its application to data analysis led to the rapidly evolving field of topological data analysis that provides a general framework to analyze the shape of data and has been applied to various types of data across many fields.
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This book. This book intends to cover various aspects of geometric and topological inference, from data representation and combinatorial questions to persistent homology, an adaptation of homology to point cloud data. The aim of this book is not to provide a comprehensive treatment of topological data analysis, but to describe the mathematical and algorithmic foundations of the subject. Two main concepts will play a central role in this book: simplicial complexes and distance functions. Simplicial complexes generalize the notion of triangulation of a surface and are constructed by gluing together simplices: points, line segments, triangles, and their higher-dimensional counterparts. Simplicial complexes can be considered, at the same time, as continuous objects carrying topological and geometric information and as combinatorial data structures that can be efficiently implemented. Simplicial complexes can be used to produce fine meshes leading to faithful approximations well suited to scientific computing purposes, or much coarser approximations, still useful to infer important features of shapes such as their homology or some local geometric properties.
Simplicial complexes have been known and studied for a long time in mathematics but only used in low dimensions due to their high complexity. In this book, we will address the complexity issues by focusing on the inherent, usually unknown, structure in the data which we assume to be of relative low intrinsic dimension. We will put emphasis on output-sensitive algorithms, introduce new simplicial complexes with low complexity, and describe approximation algorithms that scale well with the dimension.
Another central concept in this book is the notion of distance function.All the simplicial complexes used in this book encode proximity relationships between the data points. A prominent role is taken by Voronoi diagrams, their dual Delaunay complexes and variants of those, but other simplicial complexes based on distances like theČech, the Vietoris-Rips, or the witness complexes will also be considered.
This book is divided into four parts. Part I contains two chapters that present background material on topological spaces and simplicial complexes.
Part II introduces Delaunay complexes and their variants. Since Delaunay complexes are closely related to polytopes, the main combinatorial and algorithmic properties of polytopes are presented first in Chapter 3.
x Introduction
Delaunay complexes, to be introduced in Chapter 4, are defined from Voronoi diagrams, which are natural space partitions induced by the distance function to a sample. Delaunay complexes appear as the underlying basic data structure for manifold reconstruction. The extensions of Voronoi diagrams and Delaunay complexes to weighted distances are also presented together with their relevant applications to kth-nearest neighbor search and Bregman divergences, which are used in information theory, image processing, and statistical analysis.
Although Delaunay triangulations have many beautiful properties, their size depends exponentially on the dimension of the space in the worst case. It is thus important to exhibit realistic assumptions under which the complexity of the Delaunay triangulation does not undergo such a bad behavior. This will be done through the notion of nets. Another issue comes from the fact that, in dimensions greater than 2, Delaunay simplices may have an arbitrarily small volume, even if their vertices are well distributed. Avoiding such bad simplices is a major issue and the importance of thick triangulations has been recognized since the early days of differential topology. They play a central role in numerical simulations to ensure the convergence of numerical methods solving partial differential equations. They also play a central role in the triangulation of manifolds and, in particular, the reconstruction of submanifolds of high-dimensional spaces as shown in Chapter 8. Chapter 5 defines thick triangulations and introduces a random perturbation technique to construct thick Delaunay triangulations in Euclidean space.
Chapter 6 introduces two filtrations of simplicial complexes. Filtrations are nested sequences of subcomplexes that allow to compute persistent homology as described in Chapter 11. We first introduce alpha-complexes and show that they provide natural filtrations of Delaunay and weighted Delaunay complexes. We then introduce witness complexes and their filtrations. The witness complex is a weak version of the Delaunay complex that can be constructed in general metric spaces using only pairwise distances between the points, without a need for coordinates. We will also introduce a filtration of the witness complex.
Part III is devoted to the problem of reconstructing a submanifold M of R d from a finite point sample P ∈ M. The ultimate goal is to compute a triangulation of M, i.e., a simplicial complex that is homeomorphic to M. This is a demanding quest and, in this part, we will restrict our attention to the case where M is a smooth submanifold of R d .
In Chapter 7, we introduce the basic concepts and results, and state a theorem that provides conditions for a simplicial complexM with vertex set P ⊂ M to be both a triangulation and a good geometric approximation of M.
Introduction xi
Chapter 8 is devoted to the problem of reconstructing submanifolds from point samples. This problem is of primary importance when M is a surface of R 3 (it is then known as the surface reconstruction problem). It also finds applications in higher dimensions in the context of data analysis where data are considered as points in some Euclidean space, of possibly high dimension. In this chapter, we first exhibit conditions under which the alpha-complex of P ⊂ M has the same homotopy type as M, a weaker property than being homeomorphic to M. We then consider the problem of reconstructing a smooth submanifold M embedded in a space of possibly high dimension d.We then cannot afford to triangulate the ambient space as is being routinely done when working in low dimensions. A way to walk around this difficulty is to assume, as is common practice in data analysis and machine learning, that the intrinsic dimension k of M is small, even if the dimension of the ambient space may be very large. Chapter 8 takes advantage of this assumption and presents a reconstruction algorithm whose complexity is linear in d and exponential only in k.
The assumptions made in Part III are very demanding: the geometric structures of the data should be smooth submanifolds, the amount of noise in the data should be small and the sampling density should be high. These assumptions may not be satisfied in practical situations. Part IV aims at weakening the assumptions. Chapter 9 studies the stability properties of the sublevel sets of distance functions and provide sampling conditions to infer the underlying geometry and topology of data.
Approximations in Chapter 9 are with respect to the Hausdorff distance. This is a too strong limitation when the data contain outliers that are far away from the underlying structure we want to infer. To overcome this problem, Chapter 10 introduces a new framework where data are no longer considered as points but as distributions of mass or, more precisely probability measures. It is shown that the distance function approach can be extended to this more general framework.
Although Chapters 9 and 10 provide strong results on the topology of the sublevel sets of distance functions, computing and manipulating such sublevel sets is limited in practice to low dimensions. To go beyond these limitations, we restrict our quest to the inference of some topological invariants of the level sets, namely their homology and the associated Betti numbers. Chapter 11 introduces persistent homology and provides tools to robustly infer the homology of sampled shapes.
Efficient implementations of most of the algorithms described in this book can be found in the CGAL library (www.cgal.org/) or in the GUDHI library (http://gudhi.gforge.inria.fr/).
